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THE FLEA THEATER 
‘THE FRE’
BY TAYLOR MAC
TYPE: GRAPHIC DESIGN, KEY ART, ART DIRECTION, VIDEO PRODUCING
SKILLS: PHOTO RETOUCHING, DESIGN

The Fre by Taylor Mac tells the story of The Fre, a rambunctious group of fun loving anti-intel-
lectuals who spend their days cavorting in the mud. But when an intellectual falls into their 
pit, he tries to convince the inhabitants that there is life outside the swamp. The play took 
place in a giant ball pit, where audiences got to jump in and throw “mud” along with The Fre. 

For the marketing of The Fre, the goal was to represent the chaos and anarchy of The Fre in 
the key art. I took inspiration from group shots of ensemble-heavy plays like CATS, rock band 
album cover’s typography, and was inspired by our makeup artist Anastasia Durasova, who 
often does Taylor Mac’s drag makeup. 

I choose playful colors and coupled them with a more organic font for the typography. The idea 
was to represent something a member of The Fre might have written on a wall themselves. This 
design was carried throughout all marketing materials from social to video content to email 
marketing.



ORIGINAL PHOTO

PHOTO BY JOSEPH HUFFMAN

KEY ART
Since this was a play for all ages, the goal was to display youthfulness in the 
facial expressions of the actors and represent the ball pit balls in the circu-
lar makeup. The challenge of capturing this photo was directing 16 actors to 
display a sense of anarchy as well as playfulness while all having a unique 
look. Our photographer was able to capture those emotions that I then turned 
into our key art for the play. 



The Fre Character Photos
PHOTOS BY JOSEPH HUFFMAN



VIDEO - TEASER TRAILER
The goal of the teaser trailer was to highlight the physical ball pit. The actors makeup and hair was recreated from the key 
art for consistency. We then taped two LED lights to the corner of the ball pit and had the actors play around in their 
character. The teaser brought to life our key art for the show. VI
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5HIJrci717g




EMAIL MARKETING
The selling points of the play were 
Taylor Mac and the ball pit. My goal was 
to highlight both of those features in our 
email campaigns where we could talk 
at length and provide more 
resources to our audience.



SOCIAL MEDIA - GIFS
To highlight the youthfulness in the play, I played 
up on our social media campaigns by creating an-
imated GIFs to be used in Instagram stories. Each 
character in the play had its own unique style, so 
in capturing character shots, I was able to create 
unique GIFs of each. There were also catchphrases 
in the play (i.e. ‘BOOYAH’) that were chanted by the 
audience. After seeing the play, the audience could 
talk about the play on social media by using the 
branded GIFs.



THE FLEA THEATER 
‘GOOD FRIDAY’
BY KRISTIANA RAE COLÓN
TYPE: GRAPHIC DESIGN, KEY ART, ART DIRECTION, VIDEO PRODUCING
SKILLS: DESIGN

good friday  tells the story of five college women who are having a feminist 
debate in their classroom when its soon disrupted by a ricochet of bullets. 
The group of women must decide whether they are ready to put their bodies 
on the line for each other. good friday tackles #metoo feminism at the 
intersection of gun and sexual violence.

The play talked about a lot of today’s most pressing topics including hashtag 
activism. I wanted to use that part of the play as the backdrop to the key art. 
Using text as the backdrop was also an ode to the playwright’s writing style 
which was often overlapping conversation. This style of writing was also 
highlighted in the teaser trailer. I pulled a selection of the play and edited it 
for screen that captured her unique style as well as the play’s themes.



KEY ART
The inspiration for the key art was Time’s 2018 person of the 
year, which featured the The Capital Gazette journalists who 
were gunned down in a mass shooting at the newspaper. This 
was an ode to that cover as well as a feature of the diverse 
women. It was also a nod to inviting the audience to sit at the 
table with these women and have a conversation.

BEHIND THE SCENES
PHOTO BY MARINA MCCLURE



good friday Production Photo
PHOTO BY JOAN MARCUS



VIDEO - TEASER TRAILER
The teaser for good friday captured the playwright’s writing style. It also 
provided intrigue in the final moments of the video when the women hear 
distant gun shots. This gave the viewer a peek into the play before there 
was a set or costumes to reveal. Björk’s song “Hunter” provided the perfect 
haunting backdrop to this intense and important play.

VIDEO - TRAILER 
In the trailer, we highlighted the positive press surrounding the show, while 
also capturing footage from the play. Set to Fifth Harmony’s “Salute” (fea-
tured in the play), the video captured the feminist themes in the play.

VIDEOGRAPHY BY ADVENTURE WE CAN

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hsb1EhxPsVs&feature=emb_title


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WoTokAGyPK4&feature=emb_title




THE FLEA THEATER 
‘HYPE MAN: A BREAK BEAT PLAY’
BY IDRIS GOODWIN
TYPE: GRAPHIC DESIGN, ART DIRECTION, VIDEO PRODUCING
SKILLS: DESIGN

HYPE MAN: a break beat play tells the story of Verb, a young black man who 
hypes the crowd and Pinnacle, a white front man who writes and rhymes. With 
the addition of Peep One, a mixed-race, female beat maker, the trio is about 
to make it big as America’s next hip hop crew. But the shooting of an unarmed 
black man in their hometown throws them off their beat. HYPE MAN immerses 
audiences in a chilling conversation amongst the beats and rhymes of pulsat-
ing hip hop.

I took inspiration from The Fugees’ The Score album cover for the key art direc-
tion of HYPE MAN. I was inspired by the typography on the album that I also 
found common in other hip hop and rap cover art. Purples felt cool and young 
and popped in email and social media marketing. Capturing the actors was es-
sential in the marketing of the play because it was a play about race and how 
identity shapes us and holds us accountable.



KEY ART
Shooting the key art and the teaser trailer on the same 
day allowed our marketing materials a sense of symme-
try and cohesion. It also allowed for us to capture the 
essence of the actors in character. While the typography 
and colors showcases hip hop, the photography of the 
actors gave the viewer the story of the play. 

SOCIAL MEDIA - INSTA STORIES
Highlighting the individuality of the 
characters was key in marketing the 
play. Through Instagram stories, we 
could showcase each of them as 
individuals and as one group.

BEHIND THE SCENES
PHOTO BY ELLIE PHILLIPS
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HYPE MAN Production Photo
PHOTO BY HUNTER CANNING



VIDEO - TEASER TRAILER
The teaser trailer for HYPE MAN was produced without a detailed script. 
The goal was to capture the actors in character in the studio and around 
New York as friends when they hear the news that a black man was shot. 
The teaser creates a connection with the characters and intrigue as to 
what news has just been discovered, all set to the back drop of music from 
the play.

VIDEO - TRAILER 
The trailer featured some of the rave reviews from critics and shots of the 
play itself. We re-recorded the music track to fit specifically for this video. We 
used our key art typography for the quotes to create consistency throughout 
the marketing materials. 

VIDEOGRAPHY BY ADVENTURE WE CAN

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QLB_QEuyFaw&feature=emb_title


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U1oH-RaFaTY&feature=emb_title




THE FLEA THEATER 
‘MAC WELLMAN: 
PERFECT CATASTROPHES’
BY MAC WELLMAN
TYPE: GRAPHIC DESIGN, KEY ART, ART DIRECTION, VIDEO PRODUCING
SKILLS: DESIGN

Mac Wellman: Perfect Catastrophes, A Festival of Plays celebrated Brooklyn play-
wright Mac Wellman with five of his works. Wellman is known for challenging 
our most deeply rooted political and social issues. Wellman makes (non)sense of 
white supremacy, the leaders of our nation and our institutions of higher learn-
ing, all the while daring to push theater past good intentions. His plays are often 
non-linear and odd. He is a true anarchist playwright. 

To market an entire festival of five distinctly different plays, I chose to create a 
rack card for print that highlighted each of the plays and described them in three 
phrases each. Yellows and blacks were used to show playfulness and depth - both 
themes in all of Wellman’s plays. Splatter and organic typography was used for all 
marketing that could be seen as Wellman writing the marketing materials himself.



KEY ART
For the key art, I created a rack card that effectively broke 
down the five plays of the festival. Each play is described 
in about three words that gives context to each individual 
play. I wanted to highlight Wellman with a portrait of him 
in a way that didn’t feel too stiff. He is a notable play-
wright, but one who thinks out-of-the-box. Therefore any 
kind of rigid photo wouldn’t work. He had to be in the art 
itself and in the type. 

I was inspired by organic, scratchy type (below) and 
images of people with graffiti over them.



Mac Wellman Production Photo
PHOTO BY ALLISON STOCK



VIDEO - TEASER TRAILER
Each of the plays had different icons that were plays on common items (i.e. a penny, a cat). We used these in each of the 
highlights for each play along with its corresponding critic quotes. Each play proved difficult to describe in marketing copy, 
so the best way to sell the shows was to show, not tell. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d27QgOwSmRQ&feature=emb_title




HARTFORD STAGE
INSTITUTIONAL BRANDING 
VIDEO CONTENT
TYPE: VIDEO EDITING & PRODUCING
SKILLS: DESIGN, VIDEO EDITING, ANIMATION

At the end of my tenure at Hartford Stage, I created the 2018/2019 season 
teaser trailer for the following theater season. I used the graphic designers 
season key and animated key images to create a hype video for the season.

All apprentices are required to create a final project in any format they wish 
to be evaluated by their supervisor. I wanted to create an evergreen video for 
Hartford Stage to be used in perpetuity for various marketing, educational 
and developmental purposes. After I presented my video, it was so well 
received by senior staff members that it was displayed at Hartford Stage’s 
Annual Meeting with staff, board members, donors and other prominent 
community members to kick off the meeting. 



VIDEO - TRAILER
I played a lot with type and animation in this video. I tested my skills in Adobe After Effects to animate all of the images 
given to me by the graphic designer. I wanted to create a video that had more life than simply a slideshow with key images. 
By editing the images in Photoshop and animating them in After Effects, I created a video that was unique among Hartford 
Stage’s video content. 





VIDEO - TRAILER
Each Hartford Stage Apprentice has the chance to create a final project at the end of their tenure at the theater. The goal is 
encapsulate the knowledge learned through the nine-month period. I wanted to display my video editing skills learned while 
also commemorating the theater I grew to love. This video is evergreen content that the theater can continue to use for 
various needs. It was my gift to the theater at the end of an exceptional learning experience. 





HARTFORD STAGE
‘AGATHA CHRISTIE’S MURDER ON THE 
ORIENT EXPRESS’
ADAPTED FOR STAGE BY KEN LUDWIG
TYPE: VIDEO EDITING & PRODUCING
SKILLS: DESIGN, VIDEO EDITING, ANIMATION

Hartford Stage’s marketing department needed exciting and unique video 
content to sell Agatha Christie’s Murder on the Orient Express. I created content 
that created intrigue and suspense with quotes from press. Taking advantage 
of one of the main characters of the play, the train, I put the viewer on the tracks 
as the train came towards them before smoke takes over the screen.

With a huge cast of unique characters, and one central “whodunit” question, I 
created a video for each character for social media asking that essential 
question. These videos were used individually on social media. This allowed the 
audience to get to know the characters before attending the show and share 
who they thought committed the crime to their own feeds.



Agatha Christie’s Murder on the Orient Express Production Photo
PHOTO BY T. Charles Erickson



VIDEO - TEASER TRAILER
Using stock footage of a train and fog, I created this trailer using audio 
from the play to create a video with suspense. Timing the copy to the audio 
track was key in creating a cohesive and exciting video for social media.

VIDEO - TRAILER 
I was very excited to propose this idea to the marketing team and was 
delighted when it was met with as much enthusiasm for it as I had. I love 
working with shows with memorable characters. It makes marketing the shows 
engaging and exciting for the audience. This gave our audience a chance to 
engage with the show before attending to create a deeper relationship with 
Hartford Stage. 






